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moral system everyone knows well enough why marriage
is ' right', and why other forms of love are to be condemned.
But outside the system, upon the wide playground and battle-
field of the natural earth, where a man feels himself to be
the most gifted member of the great family of animals, and
where perchance he has again forgotten that mediaeval
contempt of the animals which deprived them of human
kinship, here he must begin to orientate himself anew. •
The loss of the old standards of value means virtually
moral chaos. We feel a doubt about hitherto accepted forms,
we begin to dispute about things which long have sheltered
behind a moral prejudice. We make intrepid investigations
of actual facts, we feel an irresistible need to get clear about
the fundamentals of experience, we intend to know and to
understand. The eyes of science are fearless and clear;
they do not flinch from adventuring into moral obscurities
and dirty backgrounds. The man of to-day is no longer
just content with a traditional view; he must know why*
This spirit of investigation leads him to new standards of
value.
One .of these modern points of view is the hygienic
valuation. Through a franker and more objective discussion
of the sexual question a knowledge of the immense mischief
and dangers of venereal disease has become far more
•general. The duty of consciously maintaining one's own
health has superseded the guilty fears of the old .morality.
This moral sanitation has, however, not yet progressed to
the point when the public conscience demands that the
same civic measures be taken for dealing with venereal diseases
as with other infectious diseases. For venereal diseases
are still' improper' maladies, as opposed to small pox and
cholera, which are morally fit for the drawing room. In
a later and better time mankind will ridicule these distinc-
tions.
Apart from the fact of venereal diseases, the widespread
discussion of the sexual question has brought the extraordinary

